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1. Introduction 2. Review of literature 3. Research methodology 4. Profile of the 
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Abstract 
 

The interest in women issues and feminist theory in Social Work discipline is 
gradually expanding due to recognition of commonalities between Feminism and 
Social Work with respect to ideological, ethical and practice commitments towards 
social justice and human rights. Based on this recognition, this qualitative research 
study uses feminist theoretical understanding in education to critically study the 
training programme in Social Work offered for the graduate and postgraduate students 
of University of Delhi.  This study is a critical examination of the components of 
Social Work education like knowledge, pedagogy and field work practicum, with an 
avowed intention of making it a transformational experience, with an implicit faith 
that such training will equip the students to work towards a socially just 
society  through its  focus on teaching of  oppression and human rights. Feminist 
framework has informed the entirety of the study in its theoretical framework, 
methodology and also the analysis. Institutional ethnography is used as the method of 
inquiry to understand the ‘ruling relations’ determining the educational processes. The 
data analysis deploys the hermeneutical mode of analysis as the study intended 
theoretical generalizations and not statistical generalizations. Both the data collection 
and data analysis are based in the Weber’s concept of Verstehen so as to acknowledge 
the complexity of the interpretive endeavour.  The findings suggest that the 
recognition of value of feminist principles for Social Work (education, practice and 
research) in India is very slow and limited. It is usually limited to teaching ‘about 
feminist theory’ in Social Work while the significance of feminist principles in 
questioning the ‘taken for granted’ knowledge and for teaching learning processes is 
not given much thought. Thus, with the foresight of transformative education, this 
study offers insights into ‘Social Work professional education’ relating to pedagogical 
concerns in transacting social justice and human rights curriculum. 
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1. Proem 2. Feminism : Myths and reality 3. Social work : Essentially feminist 4. 
Methodology 5. Knowledge 6. Pedagogical forays 7. Field work practicum 8. 
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Abstract 
 

 The research focused on the responses of various institutions that interact with the 
woman and   girl rescued from trafficking for commercial sexual exploitation in her 
journey from the shackles of sexual exploitation to a sense of person hood and 



dignified living. These include the police, the judiciary, the legal and medical services 
and institutions of the government and NGOs providing shelter to the rescued 
victim.  Background- The trafficking of women and girls in India for commercial 
sexual exploitation must be viewed against the backdrop of the traditional modes of 
induction  and   urbanization  and industrialization  leading to  growth of major towns 
and cites as trafficking hubs. Theoretical perspective-A feminist theoretical 
perspective was employed in understanding the response of the institutions, from a 
human rights angle and a post-modernist understanding.    Methodology- The study 
was exploratory and qualitative and intended to provide an in-depth understanding of 
the institutional responses to the woman or girl rescued from trafficking. Purposive 
sample under non probability sampling was used to select the personnel of the various 
institutions being studied viz the police, the members of the judiciary, the legal and 
medical services, and the government and NGO functionaries. Convenience sampling 
was used to conduct in-depth interview with 15 survivors of trafficking. A total of 37 
interviews were conducted with the various institutional personnel. Findings and 
conclusions-Morality Vs Immorality discourse and a singular lack of appreciation of 
the violation of the human rights in the trafficking experience of the woman or girl 
tended to dominate the stakeholders in the police and the government functionaries. 
The study points to the need for a concerted response to those trapped in trafficking 
for commercial sexual and the need to develop an institutionalized mechanism for 
achieving effective coordination among all stakeholders. 
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1. Conceptualizing Social exclusion amongst indian muslims: an introduction 2. 
Methodological considerations 3. Socio-economic and political positioning of 
muslims 4. Sites of exclusion amongst muslims in seelampur 5. loating muslims in 
the informal economy of selampur 6. understanding the functioning of informal 
labour market of seelampur 7. Conclusin. References and annexures. 
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Abstract 
 

In the changing social context, marital ties subject to social control through adherence 
to tradition and kinship/ customary rules in advocating endogamous ties are 
undergoing transformation, leading to  loosening of collective community control and 
increased the generation gap between young and old. Resistance to inter-caste 
marriages was in existence in the past, but this has led to intolerable human rights 
violation in the present. The study looks at the issues of  inter caste marriage in an in-
depth manner, the resistance and changing patterns in society, the power play and 
dynamics of various generations in resisting the trend towards marrying outside their 
caste and also reflects on alternate mechanisms as strategies which will contribute for 
a just and humane society. Inter-disciplinary framework was used to understand 
theories related to caste, marriage and gender and their inter-linkages. Descriptive 
research design was used to understand and record in-depth perception and opinions 
related to marriage and inter-caste marriage from various social and institutional 
representatives. Major philosophical base of the theory was Interpretivism and 
Hermeneutic traditions to understand the ontology of the social phenomena and the 
social world which was best captured by in-situ understanding of social reality.  The 
study focused on perceptions related to marriage, family and social control within the 
village and state functionaries such as the panchayats/police/judiciary connected to the 
village and media representations related to these issues. Findings indicate multiple 
tensions and multiple levels of social control that indicate gender differentials as well 
as play of patriarchy at various levels. Intersectionality with regard to the issue 
involving caste, class and gender was clearly evident. Social Work interventions 
suggested indicate working with multiple groups and various levels, requiring social 
advocacy, support, research and supportive mechanisms for people, including the 
sensitisation of  the police and judiciary and those who wield patriarchy 
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